
“Stained Glass” 
  
ELECT#1.1  Friendship. Interacting with more pro-social skills.  
            # 4.3 Representation. Drawings/creations become more detailed & organized.  
  
Sharpies are permanent markers & can stain clothes, floors & furniture. Please be sure to have 
a covered workspace & appropriate clothing when using them.  
  
Materials: Clean & dry glass jar(s)   
                 Sharpie markers in many colors   
  
Before coloring your jar(s) wash in soapy water & dry it thoroughly! You want to remove any 
residue that could prevent the sharpie ink from adhering /sticking to the jars surface.  
  

1. Choose a pattern or design you want for your jar. You could choose blocks, circles, 
stripes, or waves. Get creative & create your own pattern!  

2. When coloring, try to keep your ink to one layer. Don’t go back over the same area you 
already colored because that second layer tends to lift off the first layer!  

3. When switching colors, try not to overlap. You will lift off the first color & if you go over 
top of blue with a yellow marker, you’ll end up with blue ink on your yellow marker tip.  

4. Try to keep your colors separate.  
5. Remember glass surfaces are slippery to work with. Your sharpies will slide around very 

easily on it, so be careful & mindful of that  
 

Wow!! Mine turned out terrific! I put it near a window & when the sunlight shines on it ..it reflects 
all the colors on the white window!! I’m not sure what I’ll put on it yet ..just like looking at the 
gorgeous light show for now!!  
I haven’t tried, it but I suspect if you have clear plastic cups you could create the same “Stained 
Glass” effect .You could make 4 one pattern( waves) & another 4 a different pattern ( Maple 
Leaf)…whatever you’d like ..We will use them for an upcoming indoor game 😊  
 

 
 
 
  
 


